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The Complete Guide to Surf Fitness
Fit To Paddle, the only book if its kind, is a sport-specific conditioning guide designed for use in the home, gym, or on the water. Filled with black & white
photographs, Fit to Paddle will provide valuable information to the reader about how to create a personal conditioning program specific to kayaking,
canoeing, or rafting. Chapters include: Creating Your Program, Flexibility Training, Sun Salutation, Endurance Training, Strength Training, Medicine Ball
Training, Stability Ball Training, and a Word On Nutrition. The book also contains sample workouts for the home, gym, and on the water. Eli Helbert, the
two time defending world champion in the sport of open canoe rodeo, has written the preface for the book. A world champion surf kayaker will be writing
the foreword. According to the Outdoor Industry Association, there are more than 7.9 million paddling enthusiasts and over 33 million participants in the
United States alone. A majority of these paddlers are over the age of thirty - which is the target audience for this book. Like surfing, paddling admits only
the fittest athletes to its elite levels, thus creating an enduring demand for a book like this.

Surf Flex
Santa Cruz is located on the northern tip of Monterey Bay on California's central coast. Surfing was first introduced to the U.S. mainland in Santa Cruz by
three visiting Hawaiian princes in the late 1880s. Since those early days, the Santa Cruz surfing culture has blossomed into a thriving lifestyle. Many of the
world's most highly regarded surfers hail from Santa Cruz. In fact, Santa Cruz, or "Surf City" as its known, has become a popular destination for surfing
aficionados of all ages. Surfing in Santa Cruz is a concise historical overview of the diverse and colorful surfing culture inhabiting the area.

Surfing in Santa Cruz
Wish you could catch more waves when you go surfing? Wish you could surf for 90 minutes or more each session? Wish you could improve the power of
your manoeuvres and really throw some spray? The Surf Girl Fitness Handbook is a new book aimed at girl surfers of all ages and abilities, from beginner
to pro. Illustrated with step-by-step exercises and packed with tips and advice, the book offers a complete training program which will increase your fitness,
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power and endurance for surfing. Using the latest training techniques, this book covers everything from stretching and flexibility exercises to core strength
enhancement and resistance training. Sections on healthy eating, motivation and maintaining fitness are also included, and there's advice about improving
balance and flexibility from top yoga and pilates coaches. To keep you energized, there's a selection of quick, healthy and delicious recipes to try out (with
quantities given in both US and metric measurements). In the technique section you'll find instructional tips covering fundamentals like popping up, taking
off and bottom turning. Cutbacks, top turns and more advanced maneuvers are also fully explained, each with a corresponding specific exercise which will
help you turn up the power. The Surf Girl Fitness Handbook will motivate you to improve your surfing, catch more waves, and have more fun. It's like
having your own personal surf instructor, lifestyle coach and fitness guru all in one book!

Surfing
Presents a series of exercises and stretches geared specifically for surfers.

Surf Girl Roxy
Surf Food
Draws on decades of experience and the popular team-taught courses at the University of California at Santa Barbara to trace the cultural, political,
economic and environmental aspects of surfing while evaluating the diverse range of influences that have rendered the sport a billion-dollar worldwide
industry.

Fluid Surfer
They say Bethany Hamilton has saltwater in her veins. How else could one explain the tremendous passion that drives her to surf? How else could one
explain that nothing - not even the loss of her arm in a horrific shark attack - could come between her and the waves? That Halloween morning in Kauai,
Hawaii Bethany responded to the shark's stealth with a calmness beyond belief. Pushing pain and panic aside, she immediately thought: 'Get to the beach'
Rushed to the hospital, where her father, Ted Hamilton, was about to undergo knee surgery, Bethany found herself taking his spot in the operating theatre.
When the first thing Bethany wanted to know after surgery was 'When can I surf again?' it became clear that her unfaltering spirit and determination were
part of a greater story - a tale of courage and faith that this modest and soft-spoken girl would come to share with the world.

Body and Soul
One of Australia's most popular athletes, Sally Fitzgibbons shares the secrets of becoming one of the world's best in her debut book, LIVE LIKE SALLY.
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Sally Fitzgibbons is one of the most loveable women in Australian sport, having built a wildly diverse and record-breaking career as a professional surfer.
Known for her infectious positivity, beneath the famous smile is a passionate competitor who's dedicated herself to winning a world title. But amidst it all is
the poise of an independent young woman, living a holistic and healthy lifestyle, proud and in control of her decisions. LIVE LIKE SALLY shares the
knowledge and lessons Sally has learned in areas like fitness, nutrition, body image, victory, defeat and adventure - all splashed with salt water and told
with a smile!

Barbarian Days
A collection of recipes from the world's best surfers, including 25 World Champions. These individuals have some of the most envied lifestyles of any
sports people and this book gives you a glimpse into their world. Featuring informative biographies, over 180 photographs and mouthwatering dishes from
all over the globe, Surf Food is sure to keep you both entertained and well fed.

Surfing
Recommended by the United States Surfing Federation as a book that every beginning surfer should read, this instructional guide details the basics of
surfing gear, conditions, safety, etiquette, and history. Written by someone who went through the learning process, topics are covered with just enough
detail to get the reader riding the waves quickly and safely. It teaches the beginner surfer the fundamentals of the sport; what to expect in the first days of
learning; and how to cope with waves, learning frustrations, and crowds. This edition has been updated with the latest information on equipment, technique,
and resources.

Surfer Dad
"Heart warming read that discusses depression, radical life change, and muses on the plight of the lifelong intermediate grab a copy on Amazon" - David
Lee Scales, Surf Splendor Podcast "I can recommend this book for non-surfers as much as surfers. It goes a long way towards explaining the hook that
keeps people addicted to surfing and provides some personal lessons that can be applied to all walks of life" - Charlie Spurr - The Museum of British
Surfing "Once I started reading, I couldn't put it down. The writing is wonderful and Simon really nails it when he defines what an average surfer is and
how surfing affects us all" - Imi Barneaud, The Ocean Riders Podcast "Short uses the term "average" not as in mediocre, but to make it relatable to the
masses of surfers who are not professionals, and not beginners, but the wave-riders in between. He teaches life lessons with every chapter. You can be
scared, intimidated, proud and brave, all in one session" - The Orange County Register From the author of "A Story about Surfing, Identity and Depression"
comes the #1 New Release 'The Average Surfer's Guide' The Average Surfer's Guide to Travel, Waves and Progression is a book about surfing as much as
it is about mental health, life balance and prioritizing one's passions. The author explores the metaphysical effects of surfing, the biological effects of
surfing and how the sport, percolated into a lifestyle opens us up to travel, adventure, community and a true belonging and identity. The book takes us into
situations that many are familiar with, but few of us speak of. Short bravely shares details from his darker days fighting a severe depression before learning
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some valuable life lessons. "Simon Short sat at the end of a Newport Beach rock jetty in the darkness, clutching a gun and ready to end his life as his
depression hit an all-time low. For years, Short thought he was on the right track. The surfer from England moved to California after visiting for a surf trip
in his early 20s, met a girl who became his wife and had a career as a police officer near Palm Springs. This was what he was supposed to do, right? When
it all came crashing down a few years later, he found himself staring out into the ocean, the place that had been his one constant source of solace since he
was a teen." Feb 2019 - The OC Register The Average Surfer's Guide takes a unique approach by forgetting the glamour of professional surfing and telling
honest, humorous and engaging stories from a true, every-day, average surfer. The book teaches us how to progress away from complacency, both in our
surfing and our everyday lives. In the end, this book will make you a better surfer. Not through technique but through teaching a new mindset and outlook
towards life and surfing. The Average Surfer's Guide takes us on a journey from dark to light and teaches us how to live a true, balanced life that is
authentic to who we are and what makes us happy. In this case, surfing.

Surf Survival
In Surfer Girls in the New World Order, Krista Comer explores surfing as a local and global subculture, looking at how the culture of surfing has affected
and been affected by girls, from baby boomers to members of Generation Y. Her analysis encompasses the dynamics of international surf tourism in
Sayulita, Mexico, where foreign women, mostly middle-class Americans, learn to ride the waves at a premier surf camp and local women work as
manicurists, maids, waitresses, and store clerks in the burgeoning tourist economy. In recent years, surfistas, Mexican women and girl surfers, have been
drawn to the Pacific coastal town’s clean reef-breaking waves. Comer discusses a write-in candidate for mayor of San Diego, whose political activism grew
out of surfing and a desire to protect the threatened ecosystems of surf spots; the owners of the girl-focused Paradise Surf Shop in Santa Cruz and Surf Diva
in San Diego; and the observant Muslim woman who started a business in her Huntington Beach home, selling swimsuits that fully cover the body and
head. Comer also examines the Roxy Girl series of novels sponsored by the surfwear company Quiksilver, the biography of the champion surfer Lisa
Andersen, the Gidget novels and films, the movie Blue Crush, and the book Surf Diva: A Girl’s Guide to Getting Good Waves. She develops the concept
of “girl localism” to argue that the experience of fighting for waves and respect in male-majority surf breaks, along with advocating for the health and
sustainable development of coastal towns and waterways, has politicized surfer girls around the world.

Surfer Girls in the New World Order
This book considers the unique perspective found in the sport of surfing for reconsidering questions in the philosophy of sport. Through the lens of surfing
Brennan explores questions of ethics, aesthetics, gender equality, the nature of sport, Olympism, technology, and the good life.

Swell
Surfing only looks like a sport. To initiates, it is something else entirely: a beautiful addiction, a demanding course of study, a morally dangerous pastime, a
way of life. Raised in California and Hawaii, Finnegan started surfing as a child. He has chased waves all over the world, wandering for years through the
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South Pacific, Australia, Asia, Africa. A bookish boy, and then an excessively adventurous young man, he went on to become a writer and war reporter.
Barbarian Days takes us deep into unfamiliar worlds, some of them right under our noses -- off the coasts of New York and San Francisco. It immerses the
reader in the edgy camaraderie of close male friendships annealed in challenging waves.

How to Increase Your Stand Up Paddling Performance
The Roxy brand beach apparel's surf team, "The Roxy Girls," are world champion surfers who epitomize the fun of being a beach girl. This compendium
collects the best photographs of the Roxy girls' exploits over the past decade whether on land or in the water.

The Secret Surfer
Fit to Surf, a cutting-edge surfing-specific fitness guide, supplies surfers of all levels of experience with everything they need to create a personal fitness
program that builds strength and endurance, increases balance and coordination, and minimizes the risk of injury. Personal trainer Rocky Snyder--himself
an avid surfer with two decades of experience riding the waves--provides easy to-follow, step-by-step instructions supplemented with 60photographs of
conditioning exercises that can be performed at home, in the gym, or on the water.

Surfing and the Philosophy of Sport
As a teenager taking pictures of fellow surfers in 1960s La Jolla, Jeff Divine got to know the original alternative sport before the X-Games were even a
gleam in a producer's eye. Through this rare collection of photographs from the momentous decade that followed, he conveys the feeling of being on the
beach in its most creative era, being present at the inception of a subculture too large and photogenic to stay down long. The style, the athleticism and the
escapism in these images will be familiar to those with even a lazy eye on pop culture; surfing is on the rise again.

The Kook's Guide to Surfing
Written by one of the most revered surfers of his generation, Gerry Lopez's Surf Is Where You Find It is a collection of stories about a lifetime of surfing.
But more than that, it is a collection of stories about the lessons learned from surfing. It presents 38 stories about those who have been influential in the
sport — surfing anytime, anywhere, and in any way. Lopez, an innovator in stand-up-paddle (one of the fastest growing water sports in the world), now
shares his stories about pioneering that sport. Conveyed in Gerry's unique voice, augmented with photos from his personal collection, this book is a classic
for surf enthusiasts everywhere.

Art of Surfing
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* Covers gear, fitness, safety, lingo, and rules of the water * Includes basic to intermediate techniques, surf culture, and competitive surfing * Author is an
award-winning journalist and life-long surfer Surfing's not just for rebels anymore: anyone with the desire to ride a wave is grabbing a board and heading to
the beach. Each year, this artform-cum-sport gains popularity as business executives, grandmas, teenagers, coastal dwellers, and adventure travelers get
stoked to catch swells. This new guidebook by sports writer and waterman Elliott Almond is a primer for the uninitiated as well as a handbook for the
experienced ready to build on their fundamental skills. Covering topics ranging from basic techniques to fitness prep (including exercises to get your arms
ready for all that paddling and stretches to keep you limber) and from history, surf culture, and a complete explanation of gear, to how to find the right
board for you, this book also features insights from industry leaders, pro surfers, and instructors. With more than three decades of surfing experience to
share, Almond offers clear, authoritative guidance to help those venturing into uncharted waters find their way safely and confidently.

Surfing Illustrated
Expert instruction you need to take your skills from kook to boss Author John Robison uses hundreds of pictures-- comical, cartoon-like drawings--to
clearly illustrate every aspect of surfing: wave dynamics, riding techniques, etiquette, logistics, and more. This entertaining, easy-to-understand visual
presentation makes it easy for you to pick up his techniques and use them on the waves. Robison covers every aspect of the sport, from paddling out
through the surf zone and catching and riding that first wave to nose riding, acrobatics, shortboard riding, and to equipment repairs.

The Surf Girl Fitness Handbook
For the first time, the Who's who of surfing divulge their secrets in one book! From selecting a board, to survival tips, competition surfing, health and
nutrition, there is no other book that provides such in depth and expert knowledge. Includes photo montages of all the key moves, in depth ocean
knowledge, tricks, airs, big wave surfing and much much more. "You can't get better advice from better surfers anywhere." - Taj Burrow

Fit to Surf
How Design Drives Performance Have you ever wondered how changing design will effect the performance of a surfboard, wanted to really understand
what your shaper, surf shop or mates are talking about when they discuss bottom curve or rocker, or more importantly why a particular surfboard goes
really well or struggles to perform in some situations? The Surfboard Book includes advice stories and design details from some of the most experienced
and credible subject experts in the history of the surfboard in Simon Anderson, Dick Brewer, Steve Lis and Bob McTavish: each are known not only as
surfboard shapers and designers but as innovators with a combined design experience approaching 200 years. The Surfboard Book explains: elements of
surfboard shape and their effects on performance construction types: from traditional to modern sandwich construction important material properties
including environmental issues basic types or classes of surfboard and how they perform how to go about choosing or specifying your next surfboard

The Best of Surfer Magazine
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Move over, dude! The Kook’s Guide to Surfing shows what it means to be a real surfer. This clever, often hilarious guide shares with kooks (those guys on
surfboards who just don’t get it yet) the truths and know-how of a lifelong wave-lover. The secret: surfing responsibly and sharing the waves. You don’t
have to be “too cool for school” to be cool in the water. But surfing like a pro isn’t just about courtesy, and neither is The Kook’s Guide to Surfing. The
ultimate guide to great surfing, it’s got tips on choosing the right board for the right wave, stances and paddling, avoiding injuries and staying safe,
and—once all that has been mastered—how and where to show off your skills in the big competitions. Other topics include: First lessons and helpful tips
Physical fitness Types of waves Surf etiquette Buying surfboards An index of the best surf locations Filled with witty illustrations, a glossary of surfing
terminology, and fun “Hey, Kook!” trivia, The Kook’s Guide to Surfing will turn even the greenest beginners into knockout surfing pros.

Surf Is Where You Find It
Wave watchers around the world know that no two waves are the same. Yet each and every wave that rises, peaks, and crashes onto the beach is generated
by a much larger force originating thousands of miles away. Surf journalist team Evan Slater and Peter Taras capture the essence of waves and the swells
that produce them in this breathtaking collection of wave photography. Slater characterizes four distinct swells from different corners of the globe and
traces their journeys throughout the year from storm to seashore. His reflective, informative essays amplify these powerful images of hundreds of waves
frozen in time, beautiful, simple, universal, yet wholly unique—and the best thing to watch on the planet.

Surfer's Start-Up 2nd Edition
In this newly revised 10th anniversary edition, Yvon Chouinard--legendary climber, businessman, environmentalist, and founder of Patagonia, Inc.--shares
the persistence and courage that have gone into being head of one of the most respected and environmentally responsible companies on earth. From his
youth as the son of a French Canadian handyman to the thrilling, ambitious climbing expeditions that inspired his innovative designs for the sport's
equipment, Let My People Go Surfing is the story of a man who brought doing good and having grand adventures into the heart of his business life-a book
that will deeply affect entrepreneurs and outdoor enthusiasts alike. "This is the story of an attempt to do more than change a single corporation--it is an
attempt to challenge the culture of consumption tat is at the hear of the global ecological crisis." --From the Foreword by Naomi Klein, bestselling author of
This Changes Everything From the Trade Paperback edition.

Advanced Surf Fitness for High Performance Surfing
Bethany Hamilton has become a fitness expert by virtue of being a professional athlete who has excelled—and she's done it while overcoming incredible
challenges. Whether you know Bethany or not, whether you surf or not, everyone has challenges, and in Surfer Style, Bethany shares some of her core
experiences with body, mind and spirit. Sharing her expertise as an athlete, New You helps young girls develop a healthy lifestyle, understand their
changing bodies, gain confidence, and establish a pattern of healthy living starting at a young age. This book includes workouts specially developed for
young girls by Bethany’s personal trainer, recipes and information on healthy eating based on “Bethany’s food pyramid,” which follows the Mediterranean
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diet, and advice on deepening your spiritual health, for a total body wellness book perfect for growing girls. This isn't a book about Bethany, this is a book
about wellness, becoming your best “you,” through physical and spiritual balance, because spiritual health is just as important as physical health.

The World in the Curl
Surfing has evolved from a relatively obscure pastime to one of the fastest growing sports in the world. Today, there are millions of surfers across the globe.
The Art of Surfing was the first book of its kind to avail participants, both beginner and advanced, with the same training and coaching principles of the
more established and traditional sports. It has empowered both recreational and competitive surfers to prepare for and catch the best waves. This thoroughly
revised and updated new edition—with 160 color photos—covers boards and equipment, the anatomy of waves, body position and stance, and techniques for
everything from paddling to walking the nose. Special chapters on competition and training, biomechanics, and the psychology of surfing round out this
first-of-its-kind textbook for the developing surfer. Inside you'll find information on: · The basics of boards and other gear, the anatomy of waves, and a
review of basic maneuvers · Advanced techniques for everything, from paddling to turning to walking the nose · Basic and advanced exercises for
improving flexibility, balance, and stability · Strength-training and power-building routines · Cardiovascular endurance workouts, as well as cross-training
options · Tips on performance nutrition, and the latest advances in sports psychology A chapter on surf contests rounds out this coaching and training
manual. Let The Art of Surfing help you develop a game plan to boost your physical, technical, and mental performance--and prepare to catch the next
wave.

Health & Fitness for Windsurfing
SHORTLISTED FOR THE EDWARD STANFORD TRAVEL WRITING AWARDS. The author, recovering from an operation to fit him with a titanium
hip joint, sets out to catch a tube. This is no London Underground train, but rather that evanescent space, inside the unfolding wave, of which the surfer's
dreams are made. The ultimate experience for the surfer is to ride inside a tube as it closes behind them. Most rides last between five and fifteen seconds;
the record is thirty. In twelve years of surfing, Iain Gately has never caught a tube, but, before he gets old, he yearns to do so. The Secret Surferis an
alternative travel book; an exploration of an activity that attracts loners, obsessives and eccentrics; a lyrical evocation of places in Cornwall, Galicia,
Portugal, Andalucía, Morocco and Ireland; and a rousing call to all of us not to give up too soon. Gately's quest, whether it ends in triumph or in failure,
will offer a similar mixture of introspection and adventure, of a search for self-knowledge and of physical endeavour.

Swell
Aimed at surfers of all ages and abilities, Advanced Surf Fitness for High Performance Surfing offers a complete training package designed to take your
surfing to the next level. The book includes a series of training programs that target the different muscle groups used in surfing, from paddling to all the
different maneuvers. The book also includes sections about swimming and cardio regimes, as well as psychology and nutrition. Advanced Surf Fitness for
High Performance Surfing is the follow-up to the best-selling Complete Guide to Surf Fitness.
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Force of Nature
Three expert physicians/surfers trained in emergency medicine, sports medicine, and family medicine explain everything you need to know to stay safe in
the water. Whether you’re a novice or an expert, an SUPer or a bodyboarder, Surf Survival is the only book that every surfer must have in his or her
backpack, car, and beach house. This practical handbook explains everything from how to reduce a shoulder dislocation to understanding waves and
currents, from how to treat jellyfish stings to how to apply a tourniquet. Whether you are surfing a crowded beach in California or a remote island in
Indonesia, be prepared to handle surfing-related emergencies from hypothermia and drowning to wound care and infections. Topics include: • Fitness for
surfers • Prevention and rehabilitation of common overuse injuries • Wilderness first aid • Surviving the sun • Surf-travel medicine • Surviving big surf •
SUP • Surfer's ear • And much, much more! Written by three expert physician surfers, packed with color photos and illustrations, this is the authoritative
medical guide for surfers and watermen.

Surfing Photographs from the Seventies
Sailing Ten Years and 20,000 Miles In Search of Surf and Self

The Surfboard Book
A Brief History of Surfing
A compilation of the finest work from the pages of Surfer magazine brings together more than four decades of editorials, travel pieces, fiction, humor
writing, sports essays, and other articles and photographs, written by some of the top names in surf journalism.

Let My People Go Surfing
With a superhero's physique, a beautiful athlete/model wife, and the ocean as his office, Laird Hamilton's charmed lifestyle is enviable. Now he shares his
secrets for living a balanced life, including the unique physical regimens, mental strategies, andspiritual beliefs that have allowed Hamilton to do what he
loves, while being surrounded by family and radiating peak health and fitness.--From publisher description.

The Average Surfer's Guide
From the best freestyle surfer in the world, an inspiring and moving memoir about his ascendance to the top of the surfing world while struggling for most
of his young life with undiagnosed Asperger's syndrome Clay Marzo has an almost preternatural gift with a surfboard. From his first moments underwater
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(he learned to swim at two months old) to his first ventures atop his father's surfboard as a toddler, it was obvious that Marzo's single-minded focus on all
things surfing was unique. But not until late in his teens, when this surfing phenom was diagnosed with Asperger's syndrome, did the deeper reasons for his
obsession--and his astonishing gift for surfing--become clear. Just Add Water is the remarkable story of Marzo's rise to the top of the pro surfing world--and
the personal trials he overcame in making it there. Marzo endured a difficult childhood. He was a colicky baby who his mother found could be soothed only
with water. Later, as he entered school, his undiagnosed Asperger's made it tough for him to relate to his peers and fit in, but his relationship with the wave
was elemental. Marzo could always turn to surfing, the only place where he truly felt at peace. Unflinching and inspiring, Just Add Water is a brave memoir
from a one-of-a-kind surfing savant who has electrified fans around the world with his gift and whose story speaks boldly to the hope and ultimate triumph
of the human spirit.

Fit to Paddle
This incredibly valuable book on stand up paddling performance is the next best thing to having Suzie there next to you on the water and on land, training
and coaching you. You might not be able to get to Maui, but Suzie Trains Maui can now come to you! Take advantage of these jewels NOW before your
next race. Immediately you'll discover how to: - dominate with more paddle power - become faster off the start - build more body and water confidence increase your mental game - choose the right fuel for training and race day - develop your very own SUP program - improve your balance - download a
FREE SUP Training Log There are hundreds of step-by-step photographs showing exactly how to increase your SUP performance. Improving your cardio
capacity and endurance, learning how to develop better balance and faster reaction times for changing conditions, breaking waves or tight buoy turns; are
just some of the many ways she will help you increase your paddle board performance. The book you've been waiting for from Maui's elite SUP ocean
trainer, athlete and globally known ambassador of the sport, Suzie Cooney, is finally here.

Just Add Water
Matt Warshaw knows more about surfing than any other person on the planet, as evidenced by The History of Surfing, Warshaw's definitive take on the
sport. Now, he has honed that book into an abridged and excerpted edition for surfers everywhere. Each spread features a micro essay alongside an image
capturing a slice of surf history, from Kelly Slater and the invention of the thruster to shark attacks and localism. Packaged in a small and chunky
hardcover, A Brief History of Surfing deftly defines surf culture in an entertaining and irresistible volume with wide appeal.

Live Like Sally
Health & Fitness for Windsurfing 3rd Edition provides ready-made periodized strength and conditioning programs for windsurfers. It guides you through
two methodical and scientifically based 52-week training programs as well as a 15-week intensive program. Health & Fitness for Windsurfing 3rd Edition
is designed to meet the needs of sailors who are new to or experienced in strength training. Additionally this book includes windsurfing articles, exercise
descriptions, information about preventing injuries in windsurfing and recommendations regarding stretching, nutrition, warm-up and recovery and an
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exclusive interview with professional windsurfer Víctor Fernández López.The training programs will effectively improve your muscular strength, power
and endurance as well as cardiovascular fitness with the purpose to improve sailing perfomance and decrease the risk of windsurfing injury. Each training
program has an easy-to-use layout for recording workout details to effectively track your progress."Your success in training is important for me, and I am
proud to have communication with my readers to assist them towards greater windsurfing health and fitness" Henrik Beyer.

Soul Surfer
The Complete Guide To Surf Fitness brings together all the latest knowledge and techniques to offer a complete training program for beginners to pro's.
Illustrated with more than 150 annotated photos and inspiring surf images, the guide covers everything from stretching and flexibility exercises to core
strength, resistance training and plyometrics. Also covered is the use of exercise equipment such as Swiss balls, Indo boards and Bosu balls as well as a
swimming program and tips for young surfers. There’s no need to join a gym as all the exercises can be done at home.

The Encyclopedia of Surfing
A pop culture reference of surfing in America today contains 1,500 alphabetical entries and three hundred illustrations to review the activity's most
significant contributors, events, equipment, culture, and history. Reprint.
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